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Annual General Meeting on Saturday 9th November
The AGM will be held
in the Wolfson Room
as usual. It starts with
refreshments at
1.30pm and then:
2pm AGM
6.30 pm supper
7.30pm Ceilidh
If possible please contribute a wrapped raffle
prize.
Please let Jenny Irwin
know
on secretary@lgfc.org.
uk or 01625 585532 if
you can contribute a
main course or pudding for the communal supper.

Mike Rollison has
completed the book of
the history of LGFC
and we hope to have it
available for purchase
at the AGM. If you are
interested in purchasing a copy but cannot
make it to the AGM
please drop me an
email warden@lgfc.org.uk
Last years AGM was
very well attended and
it would be great to
see you all again.
Please remember to
book your bed, give us
a call or email (01946

861229, warden@lgfc.org.uk)

Obituary

We are sad to report the
passing of long-term memCommittee
ber Marjorie Hylands, who
All nominations for
the Committee have to died peacefully in Hull Royal
be received
Infirmary at the beginning of
by Friday 1st Novembe September.
r. We really need
We are advised that she
someone to help with
kept her normal cheerful
marketing to either
disposition right to the end,
join the Committee or
be co-opted. If you are despite the onset of Alzheimer's disease.
interested in standing
Marjorie and her husband
for Committee please
complete a nomination Gordon (d.2008) enjoyed
form.
their visits to LGFC and
were both very active members well into their 80’s,
often with their own children
and grandchildren.

WORKING WEEK
Working week was a great suc- new faces and we hope they
cess with a large number of jobs enjoyed the experience enough
getting completed.
to return next year. We would
love to see more people at
Everyone who attended worked working week and any suggeshard for the week and fortutions to help encourage memnately the weather stayed fine
bers to come and join would be
for most of the week.
greatly received.

jobs for anyone with a bit
of spare time on their
hands ! Just let us know
and we can tell you what
still needs completing.

It was great to see a couple of

jobs for the week.

The wardens flat has had a lovely new kitchen fitted. The work is nearly complete (apart
from the tiling). I think
Work Progressing
The Final Result
you’ll agree its looking
fantastic. New electrics
have been fitted and the
plumbing re-worked so
that the washing machine could be moved out
of the classroom to the
warden’s accommodation.

NEW KITCHEN
Start of the Work

There are a few outstanding

Many thanks to Chris
Pearce for spending time
to organise and prioritise
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Water Supply update
As some of you may be aware,
we have had problems supplying enough water for the
Centre’s needs over the years.
So a new water supply has
been established for the Centre. In early August some of
the members came up to lay a
new pipe to help increase the
water flow.
All the relevant permissions
were granted and the new
water pipe was ordered.
Roger Wensley, John Archer,
Brian Burscough and Dave
Appleyard arrived at the centre ready for the hard work to
commence.

The route for the new pipe
had been worked out and the
work started, despite an invasion of midges.
Roger Wensley said
“It was hard work hacking
through the conifers, and
getting the water to actually
flow down the pipe wasn’t
straightforward either. In
the end we set a bucket in
the stream bed, and ran a
pipe from the bucket to a
rainwater butt sited on the
bank. The butt provided the
head of water– and the pressure - to get the flow started
down the pipeline.”

Later, John Archer, John Roberts
and Anna Shaddock spent time
at working week
locating the pipe
from the original
supply. They dug
out the pipe at
various locations finding and
fixing leaks. They also managed to increase the capture

POLE CAT

Mountain rescue filming
Cockermouth mountain rescue held their annual training
weekend at
the centre a
few weekends ago.
They were
being followed by a
BBC film crew recording for
a new series about new recruits in organisations.
They filmed in and around
the centre as the team trained.
We will let you know when
the series is due to air.

Eventually the
water reached the tanks at
the Centre and for the first
time in a number of months
we had a strong
and effective water supply, even
in a drought!

This a picture of a
Polecat that was
inadvertently
trapped by Brian
Graham, who works
for the Forestry
Commission trapping and controlling
the Grey Squirrel
population in the
forest. Could it have
been one of these that was
mistaken for a Pine Marten a
year or two ago?
Brian informed us that they
seem to winning the battle in
Ennerdale with the Grey
Squirrels. Any sightings of

DECEMBER 27TH—3RD JANUARY

Photo taken by John Archer shows
Dave and Roger celebrating !

Photo Competition

All entries have been
passed to a professional photographer to
be judged. We are eagerly awaiting his response and the results
will be announced at
the AGM and pubGrey Squirrels should be reportlished in the following
ed
http://www.northernredsquirrels.org.uk/ newsletter
sighting.htm

Importantly, they also ask that
any Red Squirrel sightings are
reported in order to help monitor
the health of their population.

Members’ dates
NOVEMBER 8 TH — 10TH (AGM 9TH)

of water at the original
source which has also
helped to increase the supply.

AUGUST 15TH –24TH 2014 WORKING
WEEK
AUGUST 24TH –31ST 2014 FAMILY
WEEK

JANUARY 24TH—26TH 2014
SEPTEMBER 12TH—14TH 2014
EASTER APRIL 18TH—21ST 2014
MAY 23RD—26TH 2014

OCTOBER 31ST—3RD NOVEMBER
2014 AGM AND BONFIRE PARTY

JULY 4TH—6TH 2014 (PLEASE NOTE A
CHANGE IN DATES )

PLEASE REMEMBER TO BOOK WITH
THE WARDEN .

Are you one of our Facebook Friends? You
can see many more photos of things that
have been going on at LGFC there. You
could upload your own photos of the Centre. You never know I may ask to use
them in the newsletter
https://www.facebook.com/pages/LowGillerthwaite-FieldCentre/112682102170665
You can also follow us on Twitter
@gilletthwaite, we would love to get a
tweet from you !!

Newsletter produced by
Ellen Cloete

